THE ISLE OF WIGHT GARDENS TRUST

SPRING NEWSLETTER 2015

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2014
OUR
NEW WEBSITE
www.iowgardenstrust.co.uk
As some members will know we have been having technical problems with our website
for some time, for which we apologise. We have come up with the solution: a brand
new website which you can now find at www.iowgardenstrust.co.uk.
In between newsletters we hope that the website will act as a notice board where
members can keep in touch with what the IWGT is doing and check on updates to the
events programme.
The website also has links to take you directly to other websites, such as English
Heritage, where you can find more information on Isle of Wight parks and gardens,
plus a link to the online version of Walled Kitchen Gardens of the Isle of Wight. We will
be adding a link to the IW Historic Environment Action Plan for Designed Landscapes
early in 2015.
Please have a look at the new website, add it to your favourites list and tell your friends
- particularly about the page on how to join the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust!

Front cover: Tulips in the walled kitchen garden at Osborne courtesy of Heather Edwards,
enquiries@hdedwards.co.uk
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM
2014
A LETTER
FROM OUR
CHAIRMAN
Dear Members,
2014 has been a year of great achievement for the Isle of Wight
Gardens Trust and there is much to tell you since our Silver Jubilee
magazine was published a year ago.
Congratulations to all the hard working volunteers who have made
this possible!
We are now reviving the Trust's tradition of sending two
newsletters a year to our members. We also have a new website,
www.iowgardenstrust.co.uk, where members can keep up to date
on events and activities and a new information leaflet to explain
what the IWGT is all about.
CELEBRATIONS
Our 25th Anniversary Party, held at the
Royal Yacht Squadron in March, was
followed by a Summer Drinks Party in
our garden at Salterns in Seaview. The
garden will feature in the May edition of
Period Living. Friends from Ventnor
Botanic Gardens, NGS and our local St
Helens Horticultural Society helped with
the refreshments.
VBG also honoured the work of the Trust,
by awarding me the Harold Hillier award
for contribution to Horticulture on the
Isle of Wight.

The garden at Salterns

Our theme for 2014 was Roman, Medieval and Tudor Gardens. The Tudor musical
entertainment at our Christmas tea party at Wolverton Manor, by kind invitation of the
Pattersons, made an appropriate end to the year.
In January 2015 completion of our one year Heritage Lottery funded Walled Kitchen
Garden Project was celebrated with a presentation at Landguard Manor. There was a
marvellous get together over lunch with garden owners, volunteers and all the
professionals who had helped with the project. Congratulations are due to the IWGT
Project Team for achieving so much in a short time including publication of Walled
Kitchen Gardens of the Isle of Wight.
EDUCATION AND VISITS
Also to be congratulated are Patsy Thompson and Susan Giles for the wonderful lectures
and visits they organised for us in 2014. This year we look forward to learning about
the 17th century period and the plants introduced from the new world. We will also be
planning for 2016 when we will be looking at the mid-18th landscapes of Lancelot
‘Capability’ Brown, and celebrating the 300th anniversary of his birth.
It comes as a surprise to think that Northcourt was already 100 years old when Brown
was born, but that we will be travelling through the same period of garden history in
just over twelve months!
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CONSERVATION
Our Conservation Committee have continued to carry out the most important role of
commenting on planning applications, historical research, recording and assessment
of sites at risk. A representative from the IWGT also now sits on the Panel which
assesses applications for the IW Council’s Local List.
FINANCE AND FUNDING
Edward Giles our Treasurer and Trustee has updated our banking. Our membership fee
is very reasonable and the cost of events are good value. We have also been able to
undertake larger projects, including the Walled Kitchen Garden Project, with the support
of the Heritage Lottery Fund. Many congratulations to Lorna McRobie for her work in
securing this.
Also, as part of the Heritage Lottery funded East Wight Landscape Partnership Down
to the Coast project, Dr.Vicky Basford has written a comprehensive Historic Environment
Action Plan (HEAP) on the different types of parks and gardens on the Island. The full
report will be published on the IW Council website in 2015 and a shorter, illustrated
hard copy version is planned for 2016.
CHANGING TIMES
The IWGT was a founder member of the Association of Garden Trusts or AGT, our
national organisation. In 2014 a merger was proposed between the AGT and the Garden
History Society (GHS) with the aim of strengthening their work of protecting and caring
for our historic parks and gardens. The IWGT voted in favour of the merger which is
due to be finally agreed in July 2015. AGT Vice Chairman, and IWGT member, Mike
Dawson is chairing the committee overseeing the merger plans.
SOME SAD NEWS
It is with great sadness we learnt of the death of
three very loyal and longstanding members of the
Trust. Our condolences go to their families and
friends.
Connie Bradford, who lived in Freshwater, was the
first events organiser for the newly formed IWGT.
Sheila Garlick died aged 88 and was always a loyal
supporter of our events and came on our trip to
Stratford and Shropshire in 2014.
Audrey Smith was 89 when she died in December.
Together with her husband Ron, our first President,
Audrey was responsible for the founding of the
IWGT in 1989 and actively supported the Trust for
many years.
Susan Dobbs, Chairman.

FUTURE NEWSLETTERS
If you have any ideas for articles for future newsletters please contact Helen at
editor@iowgardenstrust.co.uk
Copy deadline for IWGT Autumn Newsletter is 14 August 2015
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HIGHLIGHTS
2014
HIGHLIGHTSFROM
OF 2014
2014 was a very eventful year as far as the IWGT was concerned. Not only did we
celebrate our 25th anniversary at the RYS, with a very well attended party together
with the launch of our Silver Jubilee Magazine, we also had a full programme of events
through the year and successfully completed the Walled Kitchen Garden Project.
We started in January with a talk by Wendy Gannon at Brading Roman Villa on Roman
Gardens in Britain. This provided a good background to the main focus of the year:
gardens of the Medieval and Tudor periods. This was the subject of our ﬁrst Study Day
at Northcourt when Kate Harwood gave us the most superb and fascinating lectures
illustrated with wonderful slides. In April, we followed this with a trip to Carisbrooke
Castle and were enthralled by Joanna Jones explaining what life in a medieval castle
was like and how dependent everyone was on the skills of the gardeners to provide
herbs, fruit and ﬂowers for the inhabitants.
On a lovely day in May, a few of us drove to
Southampton to see the Tudor House and Garden which
is just a short walk from the ferry terminal. What a
delightful surprise and joy it was. A beautifully
maintained timber framed house and a recreated
garden of the period within the old boundary walls.
We then drove to see Queen Eleanor’s garden in
Winchester and were so pleased to note all the
ingredients to be found in a garden of that period. We
continued to the Abbey at St Cross where we enjoyed
a delicious lunch and a walk around the grounds
including the walled garden. Vicky Basford acted as our
guide and mentor for the day which was the icing on
the cake.

Outside the Tudor House in Southampton
June is the month for garden parties and Susan and Noel Dobbs kindly invited everyone
to an evening party at their house in Seaview. It was a delightful evening thoroughly
enjoyed by all who attended. Also in June, our trip to Warwickshire was excellent. We
stayed in Stratford-upon-Avon and each day visited various gardens and on one evening
some of us went to the theatre to see Henry IVth part 1.
Our garden visits included the so called
Shakespeare’s gardens in Stratford itself,
which were so interesting and lovely. We also
went to Kenilworth Castle to see the re-created
Elizabethan garden where some of the
dianthus plants were supplied by a member of
the IWGT! Another visit was to Packwood
House, with its wonderful borders and clipped
yew trees, including those representing the
Twelve Apostles, and were very impressed by
the ﬂourishing walled kitchen garden.

Clipped yews at Packwood House
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The following day, we travelled to visit the Dower
House at Morville. We were shown around by the
owner and gardener, Dr Katherine Swift. Almost
single-handed, she created the gardens from scratch
in such a way as to represent the different periods
of English garden design. (Well worth a visit).
In the afternoon, we visited Harvington Hall, the
home of the Throckmorton family with nine priest
holes. The moated garden is now mostly laid to grass
but the house was fascinating and the tea
scrumptious. We returned home via the Whichford
Pottery, where quite a few pots were purchased.

A triumphant shopper at Whichford Pottery
Our mainland tour finished by leaving
the 16th and 17th centuries behind
us with a visit to Rousham, one of the
earliest examples of the new 18th
century concept of landscape garden
design.
Gone were the walls, paths and
parterres; suddenly the landscape
was opened up and turned into a vast
romantic stage with its follies, glades,
lakes and bridges. Very exciting.

The Venus Vale at Rousham

In July we held our AGM at Carisbrooke Priory and we returned there in October to
hear Nigel Leppard describe his work as the Council ofﬁcer responsible for the
maintenance of all the recreation grounds, public parks and spaces on the Island. Not
an easy task with little money and only two full-time staff.
Our last gathering in 2014 was a tea party
at Wolverton Manor when 45 of us managed
to squeeze into the beautiful hall. There was
a roaring log ﬁre burning in the enormous
ﬁreplace and the hall was lit principally by
candle light. The PassaMezzo quartet
entertained us dressed in ﬁne Elizabethan
costume, by playing period instruments and
dancing. It was all enchanting and a
wonderful way to end a very special year.
Patsy Thompson Events Organiser

The Christmas Party at Wolverton Manor
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM 2014
NORTHCOURT
- OUR CELEBRATION
OF 400 YEARS
Given our theme for 2015 of 17th century gardens it is a happy coincidence
that Northcourt is celebrating 400 years of both house and garden. Here John
Harrison reflects on their history and future.
This year we celebrate the 400th year
of building Northcourt from the date
1615 on the porch. A Jacobean house
of this size would have taken up to
ten years to build, cutting materials
on site, and it is probable the design
evolved as fashions changed and as
progress was made. In all probability
the house was never completed as
intended or in Sir John Leigh’s
lifetime, (he having started the house
already in his 70s). One supposes
that another gable to the South may
have been originally intended to
match that at the North, to give
typical symmetry and to reflect on
the Elizabethan ‘E’ style.

An early 19th century view of Northcourt

The site must have been chosen because of the fresh spring water sprouting within the
grounds, forming the “River Tweed” as it was known, as well as the shelter afforded
by the downs rising to the south-west. Four hundred years later the location is even
more desirable with shelter belts reaching maturity.

The bridge over the “River Tweed”

Sir John knew the site well, having married
into the Dingley family of Wolverton Manor,
and having also lived at Westcourt for a
time. He certainly knew how to build, having
been responsible for re-fortifying the Island
against Spanish and French invasions but
would he have expected it to last 400 years?
He would certainly have hoped it would last
a few generations of Leighs, although sadly
the last John Leigh only had daughters and
the house was sold to Richard Bull in around
1795. His daughter, Elizabeth Bull, was
responsible for landscaping the gardens into
the recent fashion for the picturesque, with
late rococo influences.

Four hundred years may seem a long time, but in reality is only three different family
owners and maybe 10-12 generations of occupants. I cannot believe that I have known
it for over an eighth of that time. I fell in love with the setting of the place as a teenager
and it changed the course of my life. I had somehow to keep it in the family and finally,
five years ago, managed to put the house and inner gardens back together as one unit.
This has enabled us to commence a new restoration programme for the gardens, and
in particular the walled garden. After four years of planning, as I write this in January
2015, we have just commenced erection of a replacement Victorian vinery.
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So, what is in store for the next 400 years? Much of our effort has been to make
Northcourt more sustainable, rather than being a burden on future generations. We
now have tourism income that pays the upkeep and have invested in renewable energy
through a wood-pellet boiler. These measures will also help to keep the fabric drier,
helping to avoid some of the past problems of beetle infestations and wet and dry rots.
The garden remains labour intensive but
concentration on large plants, shrubs and trees
and a naturalistic style of planting have made it
more manageable.
We hope that new machinery and methods of
the future will make it even less labour
intensive. The new greenhouse, instead of being
wood with a life of just 30 years, uses modern
powder coated aluminium and will have a life of
over 100 years. But as for the garden walls!
Year by year the burden of these become even
greater, and technology here has not moved on
to help us.

The Parterre in 1840 by Julia Gordon

Over the years Northcourt has survived hurricanes and wars, but the biggest threat to
our line of ownership is likely to be capital taxation or family disputes! The nearest
threat was when incendiary bombs were dropped on the house in around 1942.
Thankfully the Dorset and Wiltshire Regiment, who were in residence at the time, knew
what to do and quickly threw the bombs off the roof in time and saved the house (and
themselves).
Lets hope, however, that the natural beauty of the setting will continue to make it a
most desirable place to live and ensure its care whatever threats occur.
John Harrison, Northcourt

JOIN THE NORTHCOURT CELEBRATIONS
For our centenary celebrations, we are replanting the double borders in the kitchen
garden, having removed old and diseased box. We are also arranging regular openings
on Wednesday afternoons with special talks combined with tours of the garden and
hope that members of the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust will be among those able to join
us in our celebration of 400 years.
The gardens will be open on Wednesdays from 14.30 to 16.30 on the following dates
at a cost of £4.50 or £10 per person for repeat visits. Advance booking is needed only
for the talks by email to john@northcourt.info or by telephoning 01983 740415.
14th May

Talk on A history of the place at 15.00

21st May

Gardens open

28th May

Talk focusing on The 18th century picturesque garden at 15.00

3rd June

Gardens open

10th June

Talk focusing on The walled kitchen garden at 15.00

17th June

Gardens open

24th June

Talk focusing on Plants of the 21st century at 15.00

1st July

Gardens open

8th July

Talk Looking at the present and the future at 15.00
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM
2014
IWGT EVENTS
2015
Theme: 17th Century Gardens
Tuesday 10th March

Jacobean and Stuart Gardens
Venue: Northcourt, Shorwell courtesy of John and Christine Harrison
Following on from the Medieval and Tudor periods, Kate Harwood MA, BA (Hons) will
lead us through the next period in the history of garden design. We will look at how
Jacobean and early Stuart gardens were influenced by the Renaissance. Then, post-Civil
Wars (1642-1660), we will see the influence of French and Dutch garden design on
Restoration and Williamite gardens until, at the end of the 17th century, there is the
start of the movement towards the informality of the 18th century. A final session will
look at the Stuart features of Ham House and Hampton Court Palace.
The day starts at 09.30 and finishes at approx. 15.30.
Cost: £25.00 including refreshments & 2 course lunch. Please book by 3rd March.

Tuesday 21st April

Knot only gardens but embroidery
Venue: Kintbury, Ashlake Farm Lane, Wootton PO33 4LF
courtesy of Sue and Edward Giles
Harriet Robinson will give a power point presentation of the history of knot gardens
and parterres and how their patterns were incorporated into embroidery and dress
design. She will also have many samples of embroidery to illustrate the point.
Time: 14.30 Cost: £10.00 to include tea and biscuits and a donation to Carisbrooke
Castle Museum Fund. Please book by 2nd April.

Tuesday 13th May

Day Trip to Hampton Court Gardens and Ham House
Hampton Court Gardens and the gardens at Ham House are superb examples of 17th
century garden design, although they have of course been re-planted and restored.
Apart from the formal gardens, they both have thriving walled kitchen gardens and
wild flower meadows which should be reaching their peak of flowering at this time.
After Kate Hardwood’s briefing in March we will be well informed. There will be time
for coffee at Hampton Court and we will have lunch at Ham House.
Time and full cost details to be advised.
Please let Patsy know if you are interested in this trip and she will let you
have full details as soon as they are available.
The cost does depend on us filling the coach, so please bring a friend. Payment will
be needed by 16th April to confirm a place.
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Thursday 25th June

Guided tour of Nunwell House Gardens
Venue: Nunwell House, Brading
Vicky Basford has very kindly offered to act as our guide for the afternoon. She has
studied the gardens at Nunwelll and will bring its history alive. The walk will be followed
by a delicious afternoon tea.
Time: 14.00 - 16.30 Cost: £12.00 which also includes afternoon tea.
We will meet in the car park and money will be collected then.
Please let Patsy know as soon as you can if you would like to join us, and at
the latest by 10th June, as she has to tell the owners how many to expect for
tea, two weeks in advance.

Monday 13th July

Annual General Meeting at Farringford Manor
Venue: The Garden Restaurant, Farringford Manor.
Time: 16.30 for tea and biscuits followed by the AGM Cost: free.
Robin McInnes will also be giving us a talk on Isle of Wight Coastal Landscapes.

Tuesday 29th September

Isle of Wight Garden History Study Day at Haseley Manor
The owners have very kindly given us permission to use their barn and garden as the
venue for a study day. Many of us thoroughly enjoyed the study days presented by
County Archivist Richard Smout as part of the Walled Kitchen Garden Project in 2014.
Richard has kindly agreed to present a similar event, this time taking us through the
archive material of Haseley Manor. After this we will have lunch and then continue the
day with a guided walk around the garden. Time and cost tba.

Tuesday 8th December

Christmas Lunch at Landguard Manor, Shanklin
This is an advanced notice so that you can put the date in your calendar as early
December gets so booked up.

MORE INFORMATION AND HOW TO BOOK
For more information on any event please contact Events Organiser Patsy Thompson
by email at events@iowgardenstrust.co.uk or telephone 01983 873370
To book, or express interest in, events to be held before the AGM please cut out and
complete the booking forms on page 11 of this newsletter and post to
Patsy Thompson
West Meades, West Green, St Helens IoW PO33 1XA
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM
2014 PLAN
HISTORIC
ENVIRONMENT
ACTION
FOR DESIGNED LANDSCAPES
Over twenty-five years ago the Isle of Wight County Council published Historic Parks
and Gardens of the Isle of Wight (1989) and supported the establishment of the Isle
of Wight Gardens Trust. In 2014 the Trust embarked on a project to compile an updated
guide to the Island’s designed landscapes. This publication is being produced within
the overall framework of the Historic Environment Action Plan (HEAP) – a series of
documents produced by the Archaeology and Historic Environment Service for the Isle
of Wight Council and available via the link on the IWGT website or at
http://www.iwight.com/Residents/Libraries-Cultural-and-Heritage/HeritageService/Archaeology/Historic-Landscapes-on-the-Isle-of-Wight.
The
HEAP
is
contributing to the East Wight Landscape Partnership’s Down to the Coast Project. It
has therefore received grant-aid from the Heritage Lottery Fund. Lorna McRobie has
managed the budget from the East Wight Landscape Partnership and represents the
Trust at Partnership meetings. Vicky Basford is writing the HEAP report with support
from Lorna McRobie and Mike Dawson. A draft report was circulated for consultation
in November and the final version will be completed by 31st March 2015. It will then
be published on the Isle of Wight Council website.
The Designed Landscape HEAP is a multi-purpose document. It has a specific objective
to increase access to and learning about designed landscapes within the area of the
Down to the Coast delivery project. However, the HEAP covers the whole Island and
has more general purposes: to inform and guide the Isle of Wight Council, AONB
Partnership and other organisations in conserving and promoting designed landscapes,
to summarise our current state of knowledge and to provide the basis for future
research, especially that carried out by the Gardens Trust. Isle of Wight designed
landscapes have for the first time been classified into various categories reflecting those
set out in the English Heritage selection guides for designed landscapes on the national
register. The HEAP identifies sites within certain categories which are not currently
recorded in the Isle of Wight Garden’s Trust Inventory of Designed Landscapes.
Examples include Victoria Recreation Round at Newport, Esplanade Gardens at Ryde,
Parkhurst Military Cemetery and Whitecroft County Asylum. It has also become clear
that some categories such as ‘Institutional Landscapes’ have not been adequately
researched and may contain hitherto unrecognised designed landscapes.
The HEAP is intended to guide future work in recording, conserving, managing and
promoting designed landscapes. It therefore includes three sets of recommended
actions: island-wide actions to be undertaken by various organisations including the
Isle of Wight Council and the AONB, actions to be undertaken by the East Wight
Landscape Partnership and actions to be undertaken by the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust.
The HEAP will be used as the basis for a popular booklet on Isle of Wight Designed
Landscapes to be produced by the Gardens Trust in 2015-16. Another HEAP action to
be carried out by the Gardens Trust is the organisation of a workshop at Appuldurcombe
to celebrate the tercentenary of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown in 2016.
The HEAP has been prepared against a background of cuts affecting national and local
bodies including the Isle of Wight Council. It is also recognised that the Isle of Wight
Gardens Trust is a voluntary organisation with limited resources. However, we can
support, advise and liaise with other bodies. Over time we can also carry out further
research and recording work which will contribute to the conservation of the Island’s
designed landscape. It is hoped that the HEAP will act as a blueprint for future work
by the Trust.
Vicky Basford
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2015 EVENT BOOKING FORMS
BOOKING FORM: JACOBEAN AND STUART GARDENS
Name____________________________________ Tel. No.___________________
E mail__________________________________________
I would like to book
tickets @ £25 each and enclose a cheque for
made
payable to ‘Isle of Wight Gardens Trust’ (Please send a s.a.e if you would like a receipt)
Please return by 3rd March 2015 to Patsy Thompson, West Meades,
West Green, St Helens IoW PO33 1XA

BOOKING FORM: KNOT ONLY GARDENS BUT EMBROIDERY
Name____________________________________ Tel. No.___________________
E mail__________________________________________
I would like to book
tickets @ £10 each and enclose a cheque for
made
payable to ‘Isle of Wight Gardens Trust’ (Please send a s.a.e if you would like a receipt)
Please return by 2nd April 2015 to Patsy Thompson, West Meades,
West Green, St Helens IoW PO33 1XA

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FORM: DAY TRIP TO HAMPTON COURT
AND HAM HOUSE
Name____________________________________ Tel. No.___________________
E mail__________________________________________
I would like to express interest in the Day Trip for
with further details when finalised.

people. Please contact me

Please return by 18th April 2015 to Patsy Thompson, West Meades,
West Green, St Helens IoW PO33 1XA

BOOKING FORM: GUIDED TOUR OF NUNWELL GARDENS
Name____________________________________ Tel. No.___________________
E mail__________________________________________
I would like to book
collected on the day.

tickets @ £12 each and understand that the money will be

Please return by 10th June 2015 to Patsy Thompson, West Meades,
West Green, St Helens IoW PO33 1XA
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HIGHLIG
FROM

HTS
2014

Early flowering tulips from John Parkinson’s
Paradisi in Sole Paradisus Terrestris published in 1629
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2014
A HIGHLIGHTS
SPRINGTIME FROM
FAVOURITE
The tulip was the most famous plant arrival from Turkey into northwestern Europe in
the second half of the 16th century. It soon became a springtime favourite and it
remains popular in our gardens today.
The journey is generally said to have involved a gift of
bulbs to the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand in Vienna
in 1554 from his ambassador to Suleiman the
Magnificent, Sultan of Turkey, in Constantinople. The
name tulip is thought to come from the ambassador
misunderstanding his guide who was describing the
shape of the flowers as being like a turban or tulipand.
The Turkish name is actually lalé. In Vienna the tulip
bulbs were propagated by the famous Flemish botanist
Carolus Clusius and were soon flourishing in many
countries, arriving in England by 1577.
As was often the case with new introductions there
seems to have been some uncertainty at to how to grow
them. In 1577, English gardening author Thomas Hill
seemed to think they were summer rather than spring
flowers:
Tulips are very beautyful flowers, but have no
sent. They adorn a garden wel, or the house:
their roots are like Onyons, which you must set
out in January if there be no frost..

Some tulips grown in 1613

In 1629 John Parkinson in Sole Paradisi listed 140 types of tulip grown in English
gardens and also considered their possible culinary uses. He noted that some people
receiving tulip bulbs from their friends from beyond sea mistook them for onions and
used them as such in their pottage or broth without any reported ill effect. Parkinson
himself experimented with preserving tulip bulbs in sugar and found them pleasant
enough as a curiosity but, not having eaten many, could not say whether they might
have any venereous quality. [Please note IWGT do not endorse eating tulip bulbs
preserved in sugar or otherwise].
Tulips were grown on the
Isle of Wight in the 17th
century. In about 1632 Sir
John Oglander of Nunwell
recorded that his parlour
garden had all sorts of
French flowers, together
with all sorts of tulips, in one
knot and that some had cost
him 10d each.

21st century tulips negrita
in the 17th century garden
at Northcourt
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The tulip had a propensity to ‘break’, producing petals striped in different colours.
Although unknown at the time, this was due to a mosaic virus conveyed by aphids.
Rarities were highly sought after and prices rose. In Holland, between 1635 and 1637,
the result was a frenzied futures market for bulbs in the ground which had not yet even
flowered. Houses were mortgaged to speculate in tulip bulbs. Escalating prices could
not be sustained and the phenomenon of tulipmania collapsed in the first week of
February 1637. Twelve months later a commission had to be established to try and
sort out the contractual mess.
Tulips remained popular in England throughout the 17th century and an exchange or
present of bulbs between friends was much valued. In the 1650s horticulturalist Sir
Thomas Hamner of Bettisfield, near Whitchurch, sent bulbs to his friends, complete
with growing notes. In the spirit of our 17th century theme for 2015, members may
like to try out his instructions:
Set them in the ground about the full moon in September about four inches asunder
and under four inches deep, set the early ones where the sun in the spring may come
hot on them. Set the later kinds where the noon sun may not be too fierce on them.
Let the earth be mold taken from the fields, or where wood-stacks have been, and mix
it with a fourth part or more of sand. Make your beds at least half a yard thick of this
mold. Tulips live best planted alone, but you may put some anemonies with them on
the outside the beds if they be raised high and round. They will come up in December
and January, and the early sorts flower in the later end of March, and the beginning of
April, the other a fortnight or more after them.
Helen Thomas

TO MERGE OR NOT TO MERGE
In the Trust’s Silver Jubilee magazine I wrote about the Association of Gardens Trust
(AGT), the national association for the 36 county gardens trusts (CGTs) covering
England and Wales. I also mentioned that there had been discussions between the
AGT and the Garden History Society (GHS) about merging into one body.
The GHS, the national body for the study and conservation of historic parks and gardens,
is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year - and a momentous year it may turn out
to be. At their AGMs in 2014 both bodies agreed ‘in principle’ to merge. The final decision
is due to be taken this year, at their AGMs in Newcastle, on 24 July. This will be part
of a joint annual conference - see details on back cover.
The residential weekend combines
lectures and garden visits, and features
a tour around the internationally famous
modern garden of Alnwick Castle. In
1989 the IWGT organised the very first
weekend conference when the formation
of the AGT was discussed.
After considerable debate the working
title of the new organisation is: ‘The
Gardens Trust’ and details of what it
hopes to do are set out in the draft
business plan which is on the website:
http://www.agt-ghstogether.org.
Comments on the draft are welcome to
myself by 31st March 2015 at
Mike.dawson@mcrobie.org.uk

The modern garden at Alnwick Castle

Mike Dawson AGT Vice-Chairman
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM 2014
WALLED
KITCHEN GARDEN
PROJECT
As soon as we received the go-ahead and grant money from the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) in January 2015 our one year Walled Kitchen Gardens Project was in full swing.
What we did.
So that as many people as possible could
find out what walled kitchen gardens
were all about, by February we had
organised a series of ten events running
from April to August. These included two
excellent talks by author Susan
Campbell, which gave us a good
introduction and also many tips on how
to be walled kitchen garden detectives.
These were followed by guided visits to
Island walled gardens, garden history
workshops and sessions at the IW Record
Office and Archaeology Centre.

The guided tour at Osborne
Behind the scenes we carried out a desktop study looking at hundreds of old Ordnance
Survey maps to identify sites. Information on their age, size, shape and much else was
recorded on a spreadsheet and analysed to see what we had got. Our preliminary
findings were presented to the audience after Susan’s first talk at Ventnor Botanic
Garden in early April. But that was only a start.
There are some things old maps could not tell us: how high were the walls, what were
they built of and whether any evidence of some walled gardens still survived. Site visits
were needed to find these things out and this is where the important work of our
volunteer Walled Kitchen Garden Detectives came in.
We contacted garden owners, prepared
information sheets with basic information
and maps for individual sites and put
together volunteer packs including a manual
with information on what to look for, site
survey forms to complete, an IWGT
volunteer badge and, of course, a clipboard.
Over the summer at total of 69 sites were
visited and information recorded by our
volunteers. This information was added to
the spreadsheet to give us a much clearer
picture of walled kitchen gardens throughout
the Island including how many had survived,
how many had been developed and how
many had been lost altogether.

Carole Kenwright detecting at Wolverton
What we achieved.
Before the start of the project we guessed that about 30 walled kitchen gardens might
have been built on the Island at different times. By the end of October 2014 we had
identified 98. Again, before we started, we checked with Dr Becky Loader at the IW
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Archaeology Centre to see how many walled gardens were recorded on the Island’s
Historic Environment Record or HER. The answer was 18, so we will be passing on the
information collated on our project spreadsheet to Becky so that it is accessible to
anyone checking information on the HER.
The information gathered during the desktop study
and by our volunteer detectives has also been used
to produce the 90 page project book, Walled Kitchen
Gardens of the Isle of Wight. As well as a guide to
typical features, key facts and figures, distribution
maps and a brief history of IW walled gardens, the
publication includes an illustrated gazetteer of
walled garden sites. Thanks to the HLF Sharing
Heritage grant 300 copies have been printed for
free distribution to Island societies and
organisations, the IW Council, walled kitchen
garden owners and others involved with their care
and, of course, our volunteers. Copies have also
been given to all Island libraries and other County
Garden Trusts.

From the book cover: In the kitchen garden,
Farringford by Helen Allingham
In January 2015 everyone involved with the
project, together with all IWGT members,
were invited to a celebration of the
achievements of the Walled Kitchen Garden
Project at Landguard Manor in Shanklin.
Over 70 people attended including Susan
Campbell. A presentation was given by Helen
Thomas and Vicky Basford on how the
project had been organised, some of the
things we found out and some of the puzzles
that turned up. Exhibitions on the project
were also on display.

The exhibition and guests at Landguard
From January to April 2015 travelling project exhibitions will be on display for three
weeks at each of the Island libraries and copies of our free Walled Kitchen Garden
Information leaflets will also be available. We have also had requests to give talks on
IW Walled Kitchen Gardens and have put together a powerpoint presentation which we
hope will be of interest to a wide variety of other Island groups.
Susan Campbell has written that:
Having become both expensive to maintain, and out priced by produce from the
supermarket, walled kitchen gardens were, until very recently, the most neglected
department of our larger gardens.
On the Isle of Wight little was known or understood about a great many of our walled
kitchen gardens and the part they played in our garden history. We hope that the IWGT
project has gone some way to remedying that situation and are glad to report that
everyone involved seemed to have quite a jolly time doing it.
Helen Thomas, WKG Project Team
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WALLED KITCHEN GARDENS OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT
The Isle of Wight History Centre have kindly published our
book on their website where we hope it may also interest
non-gardeners.
It can be viewed via the link on the IWGT website or at
http://www.iwhistory.org.uk/iwgt/wkg.pdf
While stocks last copies will also be available to members at
IWGT events in 2015 or by contacting Helen at
editor@iowgardenstrust.co.uk

GARDENS OF NORTHUMBRIA
HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2014
The Association of Gardens Trusts
Annual Weekend Conference 2015
Newcastle, Friday 24 - Sunday 26
The AGT’s 2015 annual conference, based at
Newcastle University, is being held jointly with the
Garden History Society - this year celebrating their
50th anniversary. Merging will be the topic for AGMs
on Friday afternoon. With Northumbria Gardens
Trust help, explore the iconic urban landscapes of
Newcastle and Durham, 18th century gardens and
lakes at Croxdale and Harwick and 19th century
Belsay with its picturesque quarry garden.

Hardwick Hall

An optional extra on Thursday is a visit to
Seaton Delaval, Vanbrugh’s extraordinary
baroque house with its 20th century garden,
and Northumberlandia a recently completed
land sculpture of gigantic proportions.
Internationally celebrated Alnwick Castle
gardens is Sundays finale, and the Alnwick
Estate, including Robert Adams’ and
‘Capability’ Brown’s Hulne Priory Park.

Croxdale Hall

For full details of the conference see the AGT’s
website:
www.gardenstrusts.org.uk,
or
phone: 01432 354479. Early booking is
strongly advised and the closing date for
bookings is Friday 5 June 2015.

The parterre at Northcourt, Shorwell

